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Abstract H,-norm of the approximation error for both methods 
satisfies 16, 91 

In this paper we propose an efficient computational a p  rn 

proach to minimize the H,-norm of a transfer-function OT+I 5 /IG(s) - G,(s)/Im 1 2 x ai (2) 
matrix depending affinely on a set of free parame- .=?+I 

ters. The minimization problem, formulated as a semi- 
infinite convex programming problem, is solved via a where > . . . > 0, > ~ V + I  2 . . . 2 a,, 2 0 are the 

relaxation approach over a finite set of frequency val- Hankel-singular values of G(s). Frequently, it is possi- 

ues. In this way, a significant speed up is achieved by ble to achieve an error bound which nears the lowest 

avoiding the solution of high order Lh& resulting by achievable error a,+i by determining the matrices C, 

equivalently formulating the minimization problem as and D, (or B, and D,) which solve the norm minimiza- 

a high dimensional semidefinite programming problem. problem 

Numerical results illustrate the superiority of proposed 
approach over LMIs based techniques in solving zero 
order Hw-norm approximation problems. 

1 Introduction 

Let Gs(s) be a p x m stable transfer-function m a t k  
(TFM) of a linear, continuous time-invariant system 
with a state space realization (A, B,  Ca, Ds) satisfying 

where Ca and DO are matrices depending affinely on a 
parameter vector 0. Several approximation problems 
appearing in model and controller reduction can be 
formulated as H,-norm minimization problems of the 
form 

min / I G B ( ~ ) / I ~  
e (1) 

A more involved approach to compute H,-norm a p  
proximations involving all four matrices of G, has been 
described in [7]. 

In the Hankel-norm approximation method 161, we are 
often interested in determining a matrix D, which also 
ensures a good H,-norm approximation. Because the 
Hankel-norm is only a seminorm, the approximation 
G,.(s) is Hankel-norm optimal regardless the chosen 
feedthrough matrix D,. It is always possible to choose 
a D,. such that the upper bound for the approximation 
error is half of that in (2) (61. Thus, we can determine 
an optimal D,, which minimizes the Hw-norm of the 
approximation error, by solving (1) only with D, as 
free parameter. In this way. it is often possible to de- 
termine an optimal D, which almost ensures the lowest 
achievable error a,+'. 

For example, in balancing related model reduction A more difficult L,-norm minimization problem ap- 
problems [lo, 91, Gs(s) can be defined as the approxi. Pears in the frequency-weighted Hankel-norm approxi- 
mation error G(s) - G,.(s) between an n-tb order origi. mation 1151. Here, the goal is to minimize a weighted 

nal TFM G(s) = C(s1- A)-'B + D and an r-th order 
approximation G,.(s) = C,(sI - A,)-'B, + D,, where 
the entries of matrices C,. and D, (or B, and D,) can be 
considered as free parameters to be additionally tuned where WI and Wz are given antistable weighting matri- 
to refine the quality of approximation. Recall that, the ces. In the absence of guaranteed upper bounds on the 
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approximation error, it is very desirable to determine then (4) can be rewritten as 
the matrices C, and D, of the reduced TFM G, to 
ensure the lowest achievable frequency-weighted error min y 

norm. Frequently good approximations can he achieved 7 ,0  (5) 
by using optimization techniques which ensure error subject to I/Ge(jw)llz 5 y, Vw 

norms very near to the lowest achievable one [15]. This is a semi-infinite convex programming problem . - 
which can be solved via an SDP approach by refor- 

All problems discussed above are convex optimization mulating it m [31 
problems and their solutions can be computed by us- 
ing appropriate techniques. The standard approach to 
solve such a ~roblem is to convert it first into semi- 
infinite convex optimization problem which in turn can 
be equivalently reformulated as a finite dimensional 
semidefinite programming (SDP) ~roblem 131. Then, 
this equivalent SDP problem is solved by using, for ex- 
ample, efficient interior point methods [ll]. It is typical 
for model reduction problems, that the order n of the 
original model G(s) is quite large, often of order of sev- 
eral hundreds and more. Although the computation 
of the reduced models has an acceptable low computa- 
tional complexity of order O(n3), the computation of 
the optimal D, (or C, and D,) using linear matriz in- 
equality (LMI) based solvers implies a high complexity 
of order O(n6). Since for large problems the interior 
point methods grow terribly large and consume huge 
amount of memory, the solution of dense LMIs on t y p  
ical workstations is restricted to sizes for n at most 50- 
100. This makes the computation of an optimal D, (or 
C,. and D,) for larger n either infeasible or undesirable 
because of too high computational costs. 

In this paper we propose an efficient alternative nu- 
merical approach to minimize the H,-norm of a large 
McMillan order TFM which depends affinely on a set 
of free parameters. The solution method is based on 
solving an equivalent semi-infinite convex optimization 
problem via a relaxation approach over a finite set of 
frequency values (121. A significant speed up is achieved 
by avoiding the solution of high order LMIs and solving 
instead, a t  each iteration, LMIs of order of the number 
of free parameters. Numerical results obtained by com- 
puting zero-order H,-norm approximations of linear 
time-invariant systems indicate the superiority of this 
approach over the traditional SDP solution. 

2 Basic algorithm 

We discuss first the solution of the minimization prob 
lern (1). Using the definition of the H,-norm, this 
problem is in fact a min-max problem 

min max (\Ge(jw)(jz (4) 
9 w 

If we introduce the auxiliary variable 

min y 
7 .0 .P . ,  , 

(6) 
subject to  

where P is symmetric and non-negative definite. This 
reformulation of the semi-infinite convex optimization 
problem (5) is very attractive, because it allows to solve 
a problem with infinite number of constraints as a fi- 
nite dimensional SDP for which efficient interior-point 
algorithms exist. Still the computational complexity 
to solve the LMIs for a n-dimensional model is O(n9.  
Thus for many large order problems, as those encoun- 
tered in model reduction applications, this solution a p  
proach is not practical. 

A relaxation approach based on an adaptive frequency 
sampling has been proposed in [12], which allows to 
reduce in many cases the computational burden to 
an acceptable level. The basic approach is to solve 
the semi-infinite convex optimization problem using 
an outer approzimation method [13] in combination 
with exploiting particular features of the algorithms 
to evaluate the H,-norm of linear systems. The 
relaxation procedure replaces basically the infinite 
number of constraints in (5) by a finite set of fre- 
quencies in a set 0. This set is updated a t  each 
iteration, by adding new frequency points where the 
constraints are mostly violated. In what follows we 
give the basic algorithm to solve the semi-infinite p r e  
gramming problem (1) and discuss specific aspects of it. 

SIP Algorithm. 

1. Set wo = 0, R = {wo}, and k = 1. 

2. Solve for Bk and yk the nonlinear-programming 
problem (NLP) 

min y 
Y > B  

subject to ( I G R ( ~ W , ) ( / ~  5 y, wi E R. 
(7) 

3. Compute yk,,,, = llGe,(s)llm and the corre- 
sponding W* for which 71c.moz = IIG~~(jwk)(lz. 

4. If yk,mor > yk, then R + fl U {wk), k c k + 1 
and go to step 2; else, stop. 



At a certain iteration step k, R = {wl,. . . ,wk-l) is 
the set of frequency points where the infinite set of 
constraints in (5) is replaced by a finite set of k - 1 
constraints used to  solve the standard NLP (7) for the 
frequency points where the constraints are considered 
active. The optimization problem to be solved at  step 
2 is essentially a min-max optimization for which ef- 
ficient algorithms exist, as for instance, the sequentzal- 
quadratic programming (SQP) method (see for example 
151). Alternatively, this subproblem can be transformed 
into a low dimensional SDP problem of the form 

min y 
Y > @  

subject t o  TIP G@(jwd ] 0, ui 0 
(8) 

[ Gz(J'w;) -/Irn 

possibility which is appropriate for frequency-weighted 
problems is t o  evaluate the H,-norm a t  step 3 using a 
frequency grid which can be made finer as the iteration 
progresses in the frequency ranges of interest. Further 
increase in the efficiency can he obtained by exploit- 
ing another feature of the problem. One computation 
which appears repeatedly, both at  step 2 of SIP Algo- 
r i t h m  as well as in the evaluation of the norm at  step 
3, is the evaluation of Ge(jw) for different values of the 
frequency. By reducing first A to  a Hessenberg form, 
these computations can be done with O(n2) operations, 
while for a general A these computations are of order 
of O(n3). 

3 Discrete-t ime problems 

Here, the dimensions of LMIs are of order of the di- 
mension of the vector 0 of free parameters.  hi^ di. For a discrete-time setting, we consider the analogous 

mension is usually much lower than the system order n problem to  (1) 
and therefore these LMIs can be efficiently solved using 
existing standard tools. Note however, that most stan- min llG~(z)llm 

0 (9) 
dard tools will fail even for moderate values of n when 
applied directly to problem (5). where Gg(z) is the Z-transformed (discretetime) TFM 

The algorithm produces a strictly increasing sequence Go(=) = Ce(zI-A)- 'B+ De 
{w), representing the worst-case norms at  successive 
iterations. Each new value for yk gives automatically a 
corresponding worst-case frequency wk to be added to 
Q a t  the next iteration. This is a byproduct of the alg* 
rithm used to evaluate the H,-norm of Gs,(s) at  step 
3, as for instance, the quadratically convergent alg+ 
rithm of [4]. The basic conlputation in this algorithm 
is the determination of the eigenvalues of a 2n x 2n 
Hamiltonian matrix 

L = [  ~ - ~ n f ~ ' f i f ~ ~  -BM;,]BT 
-At11 + M12fi f~lMz1 -AT + M12MG1BT 1 

where 

The norm computation can be speeded up by employ- 
ing stlucture exploiting methods to compute Hamilt* 
nian eigenvalues. Algorithms and accompanying soft- 
ware are described in [I]. As worst-case frequency wk 
at  step 3, we can safely use the peak frequency value 
corresponding to the computed H,-norm, i.e., the fre- 
quency which gives the largest singular value of Go, (jw) 
over all frequency values. Other possible choices are de- 
scribed in 1121. 

There are several ways for speeding up the basic alg- 
rithm. One general approach is to use an adaptive pre- 
cision technique in solving the subproblems at  steps 2 
and 3. This means to use larger tolerances at  the begin- 
ning of iterations and to progressively increase the ac- 
curacy of solution as the procedure converges. Another 

The norm minimization problem (9) can be equiva- 
lently formulated as a semi-infinite convex program- 
ming problem 

min y 
Y,@ (10) 

subject to IIGg(ejwT)J12 5 y, w E 10, 2 r / T ]  

where T is the sampling period of the discrete-time sys- 
tem. This problem can be solved via an SDP approach 
by reformulating it as 

min y 
Y , ~ , P  

P - A ~ P A  A ~ P B  C,T (11) 
-?Irn D: ] 5 0 

De -71, 

where P is symmetric and non-negative definite. The 
relaxation algorithm for continuous-time systems can 
be adapted with obvious modifications to solve discrete 
time problems. The new frequency value wk generated 
at  step 3 is that value of w E [O, 21r/T] which corre- 
sponds to  the peak gain yk,,,., = I/Ge,(ej"kT)//2 giving 
the H,-norm of Gei(z). Further, the min-max prob- 
lem to be solved at  step 2 can be turned into a low 
dimensional SDP problem of the form 

min y 
r. 0 



4 Frequency-weighted problems is as small as possible. To solve this frequency-weighted 
model reduction problem, we used the frequency- 

We consider the frequency-weighted analog of the prob- weighted Hankel-norm approximation method of 
lem ( 1 )  Latham and Anderson (LA)  [8]. Note that for this 

min IIW~(~)Ge(s)Wz(s)llm method, the frequency-weighted approximation error 
0 (I3) for an r-th order ao~roximation. is bounded from be- . . 

low by u,+l, where u; denotes the i-th largest Hankel 
where, for i = 1,2, W.  = C;(sI - A;)-'B, + D; are 

singular value of the stable projection of G-I(-s)G(s). 
given frequency-weighting TFMs with the correspond- 
ing state space representations (A;, Bi ,  C;, D;) of order 
ni. It  is not generally possible to convert directly this 
problem into a nice finite dimensional LMIs based SDP 
problem. However, the following approach can be al- 
ways used to turn this problem into an SDP problem. 
Let 8 have r components B;, i = 1,.  . . ,r. Because of 
the affine dependence of Co and Do of the elements of 
the parameter vector 8, it is possible to rewrite 

in the additive form 

where G j ( s ) ,  j = 1,. . . , T  result uniquely. Thus, 

The computed singular values {ul, . . . ,071 are 

The third order approximation computed with the LA- 
method is 

and the corresponding approximation error (15) is 
0.8417. The resulting state-space realization of G,(s) 
is 

- - . . 
which minimizes the frequency-weighted approximation 

an_d _wee_caan-find an equivalent state space representation 
error. Practical convergence of the SIP Algorithm 

( A ,  B, CR,  Do) satisfying has been obtained in 6 iterations and with the new 

- 
GR(s)  = [ 1, 811, . . . @,.Ip ] 

Note that a state-space representatip of order n+nl + 
nz can be always constructed for G(s) .  To solve the 
convex optimization problem 

the same approaches can be employej as those pre- 
sented in section 2 by working with Ge(s) instead of 
Ge(s). A similar approach can be used also in the 
discrete-time case. 

-. . 
Gl(s )  

: 

G A S )  

5, = 0.0868, the error norm has been reduced to 0.811. 
By including also the elements of C, among the opti- 
mization variables, we obtained convergence in 8 itera- 
tions to the new optimal matrices 

By using D, as free parameter, we solved the corre- 
sponding zero-th order frequency-weighted H,-no~m 
approximation problem, to determine the optimum D, 

for which the corresponding error norm was 0.7199. 
This value is very close to the best achievable value 
o4 = 0.7146. In Figure 1 we present the relative error 
achieved with different approximations. It is easy to o b  
serve the almost uniformly flat relative error achieved 
by fitting both C, and D,. 

Ezample 2: We generated various random system ex- 
5 Numerical examples amples to test the convergence properties of the pro- 

posed method. We solved problems of form (1) by min- 
Ezample 1: This is example 3 of [15] of a SISO system imizing the Hm-norm of G(s)  - D,, where the matrices 
with the transfer function of a realization of G(s)  have been randomly generated. ~, - - 

0.05 s'+~01s"+1024s"+599r~+451~~+119s~+49r+5.55) The optimal computed D, represents a zero-th order 
G(s)= ~~+1$.,~~+53.48~~+9o.94~~+71.83~~+27.22~~+4.759+0.3 H,-norm approximation of ~ ( s ) .  

We want to approximate G(s)  by G,(s) such that the have been done On a Pentiurn 111 

relative error 700 MHz machine running Windows 98. To experi- 
ment with the SIP Alsorithm. we emnloved MAT- 

IlG-'(s) ((3s) - Gv(s) )  \ I m  (15)  LAB 5.3. For the solutGn of the LMIs i8).at step 2 



Figure  1: Relative error IG-'(G - G,)I: LA method - 
(solid), optimal 5, (dashed), optimal [C,,D,] 
(dashdot). 

we used the MATLAB toolbox SeDuMi [14] for solv- 
ing optimization problems over symmetric cones. This 
package allows to solve SDP problems with linear 
constraints, quasiconvex-quadratic and positive semi- 
definiteness constraints. Complex valued entries are 
allowed and large scale optimization problems are ef- 
ficiently solved by exploiting sparsity. For the compu- 
tation of the H,-norm at  step 3 we used the standard 
H,-norm m-function norm provided in the MATLAB 
Control Toolbox version 4.2. 

In the Tables 1 and 2 we have timing and convergence 
results for randomly generated SISO and MIMO stable 
systems, respectively, with orders ranging from n = 2 
to  n = 128 We have used MIMO systems with 3 in- 
puts and 3 outputs. The iterations have been initialized 
by setting R = {O,wpeak, w}, where wp,,k is the peak- 
frequency corresponding to the H,-norm of G ( s ) .  The 
timing results are only intended to assess the relative 
computational burden as the dimension of the problem 
varies. Besides the resulting average times given in vari- 
able T ,  we also show the average number of iterations 
gc,,, performed until convergence with an accuracy 
tolerance of 5 decimal digits, as well as the maximum 
N,,, and minimum N,,, number of iterations for each 
set of examples. The average times and iterations num- 
bers have been determined over 10 random test exam- 
ples for each dimension. 

n 1 2  ( 4 1 8 1 1 6  ( 3 2 1 6 4 1  128 
T (sec) 1 1  0.62 / 0.53 10.63 ( 1 . 0 2  11.2 ( 5 . 9  / 77.02 
N 1 4 1  1 3.6 / 4.0 1 5.2 13.9 14.6 1 4.6 

Table 1: Results with SIP Algorithm for SISO systems. 

Table  2: Results with SIP Algorithm for MIMO sys- 
tems. 

The results in these tables indicate that problems of 
moderate size (with n up to a few hundreds) can be 
solved by the proposed method with a still acceptable 
computational effort. It is interesting to note that, for 
the larger values of n, the times in Tables 1 and 2 re- 
flect almost entirely the computational costs of evalu- 
ating the H,-norm at  step 3 of the SIP Algori thm. 
For example, for n = 128, the times for computing the 
solutions of LMIs (8) was about 1% of the total time, 
while 98% of time was spent computing norms. 

We were able to reduce the times in the tables 
by factors up to 2-4, by using instead the MAT- 
LAB m-function norm to evaluate H,-norms, a fast 
mez-function linorm developed recently within the 
NICONET project 121. The speedup has been mainly 
achieved by using the symplectic method of [I] to  com- 
pute the eigenvalues of Hamiltonian matrices instead 
the standard QR-iteration based method to compute 
eigenvalues. Occasionally, significant improvements 
also resulted by employing the peak frequency com- 
puted at  step 3 of the SIP Algor i thm in one iter- 
ation t o  initialize the norm computation in the next 
iteration. This nice feature is provided by the newly 
developed mex-function linorm. 

6 Conclusions 

We have shown that several affine approximation prob- 
lems encountered in model reduction can be solved us- 
ing a fast algorithm which avoids the conversion to an 
equivalent high order SDP formulation. Since the so- 
lution of SDP problenls via LMIs is not feasible even 
for moderately large dimensions, the new method of- 
fers a viable alternative to solve this class of approxi- 
mation problems. Important speedup can be achieved 
by fully exploiting the structure of the underlying o p  
timization problem. Preliminary experimental results 
indicate a good potential of the proposed approach to 
address other similar problems in the control theory. 
An open aspect related to the SIP algor i thm is the 
development of a rigorous theory for its convergence 
rate, independently of or in conjunction with adaptive 
precision computations to solve subproblems. 
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